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Dear Readers
as you all know we had a change in reverends, therefore we start this
magazine with the farewell party of Doug and Lesley McRoberts at
the St. Andrew’s International Centre – the master of the ceremony
John Lejman put the following article together:
A farewell party was held in the St Andrew’s International Centre for our
departing minister Doug McRoberts and his wife Lesley.
Outside caterers were brought in to ensure that everyone was free to enjoy
themselves and it proved to be a good idea with an assortment of pasta
dishes, salads and desserts on hand and an amply stocked bar to add to the
evening.
Many church members had chipped in with ideas on how to make the
evening special and one such idea that really was appreciated was that
throughout
the
evening
Skype
links
were
established with
Doug
and
Lesley’s children
and grandchildren
so they could join
in on the party ...
all of this without
Doug and Lesley
knowing.

Jenny Psaila took the time to gather old photos of members as children and
those present had to guess who was who. Some folk never change but others
were impossible to guess.
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John Lejman and Dot Hunter co-hosted the evening with John as MC and
Dot trying to keep things to a schedule for the Skype link-ups.
The banter between John and Dot was in good fun with John taking every
opportunity to correct Dot’s appalling English which got worse the more
flustered she got.
Dot also organised a quiz based on things that Doug had said during his 5
years of services. Not based on his sermons but on the little snippets of
information Doug loved to hand out the guests had to name Doug’s guitars
and his heroes, what his favourite car was that he had to leave behind in
Scotland and so on. The quiz ended with everyone taking their answer sheets
and making paper airplanes ... another of Doug’s interesting service
attention getters.
People were then invited to say a few words about Doug, his ministry and
Doug and Lesley’s time here with a strict 2 minute limit. Some very moving
memories were shared, some witty ones and some personal but all welcome.
The evening came to an end with ... well what else??? ... MUSIC ... when
the Rev Doug led Harald
Thiele ( on rhythm ),
Matthias Kundt ( on bass
), John Gafa ( on lead )
and Marika Fenech (
vocals ) along with
Michelle Paris ( also on
vocals ) through a variety
of pop and blues numbers
to the enjoyment of all.
A gift was presented to Doug and Lesley and everyone went home happy
but a little sad that these 5 years have gone by all too quickly.
We all wish both Doug and Lesley much success in their new lives in
Inversnecky and simply say “ Haste ye back. “
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It must be strange for Rev. Kim – she is now formally known as
Moderator and she presides over a Kirk Session which has a Session
Clerk, not a Church Council with a Secretary. The congregation too will
be adjusting to new ways and although Rev Kim has said she will not
change anything for a year, it will be inevitable that change creeps in I
think, given that she is someone different come amongst us!!

The winds of change are well and truly blowing in St Andrew’s Scots
Church!! Rev Kim Hurst has begun her ministry here and at the Service
of Welcome we were delighted to receive her and Steve her husband, as
new members of our church. After the fanfare of her arrival on the
island – newspaper articles and TV interviews as well as taking up the
ice bucket challenge for Motor Neurone Disease - it is time to work
together prayerfully to begin the next part of our Christian adventure
together.

So – thank you for coming to
us Rev. Kim, we know you felt
that you were called to serve
here – and we look forward to
the coming years with its
inevitable ups and downs and
pray that God will add his
many blessings to your
ministry here.
Dot. Hunter

At the Service of Welcome it was good to see members of Presbytery,
Rev Aaron Stevens , Rev Jim Sharpe, and Rev Willie McCullough joining
with Rev John Hellyer and
David Ridley from the South
Eastern District of the
Methodist
Church
all
presiding over the Induction.
Many distinguished guests
were present but sadly not
many of the most important
people -our congregation were able to join us. This is a
time of new beginnings and we as members of St Andrew’s Scots Church
need to support each other and our new minister as we ask for God’s
blessing on our witness and worship here.
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Interview with Rev. Kim - by Christa Wiegand
Have you adjusted a bit by now?

The biggest adjustment is to the weather. We are not used to it being
quite so humid, but I am sure we will get used to it.
So, would you tell us a bit about where you are from?

I was born in Gateshead in the North East of England. Both my parents
were from the North East. I am the eldest child and have a younger
sister and brother; still living within ½ mile of where we were born.
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It must be a mix of emotions to leave a place and people you have
known for quite some time and start with a new community in another
country.

It is always sad to leave behind friends that we have made. We were
very happy in Wigton as the churches were growing and we had active
children’s work. It was a very rewarding time in my ministry. It is always
good to see people coming to know Jesus as well as numeric growth
within the church. Just before we left we employed a husband and wife
team to work as family and community workers.
You are bringing your pets over too. What are they and what are their
names?

Did you grow up there too?

Yes I grew up and went to school there. When I left school at 18 I
trained as a computer programmer for Gateshead Council from where I
went to Northumbria University to study computer science.
And where have you studied?

We have two cats – Sky and Silky. They are sisters and will be two in
September. Their mother was a rescue cat taken in by an animal refuge
we supported. They are very precious to us and we hope they will settle
in quite quickly, they are used to the Cumbrian countryside so may take
a little adjusting to not having fields to play in.

In 1985 I left Gateshead to go to Cliff College in Sheffield and studied
evangelism. I trained for the ministry at the Wesley Study Centre in
Durham, gaining a diploma in theology and ministry.

As we know you are married and your husband came with you to Malta.
What is his name and will he be involved in your work too?

Did you have a family, kids? Are they living in the UK?

My mother died in 1986 but my dad is still living in the house we grew
up in. We are quite a close family and I am in touch with my sister every
week. We do not have any children, Steve and I were in our 40’s when
we married and I was already in the ministry, so we chose not to have
children.
Where have you been working before you came to this post?

Before I became a minister I worked in the church as a youth worker,
working with children and young people in 16 small churches in North
Yorkshire and also working with teenagers with drug and alcohol
problems. I have had three ministerial appointments before I moved
here I started my ministry in Hornsea on the east coast and then moved
to the Pickering circuit where I looked after 10 churches and managed
the children’s work. In my last appointment in Wigton in Cumbria I was
the superintendent minister and had 1 church about the size of St
Andrew’s and five small churches to care for.
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Steve and I have been married for almost 11 years. We met when I was
in the Pickering circuit and Steve lived and worked in Scarborough. He
has worked for many years in the funeral profession, but we have made
the decision that he will not look for work in Malta, but will be a full time
house husband and support. Steve is not a preacher and does not plan
to hold office in the church, his role is to be there for me and offer
unconditional support.
You had told me that you both know Malta already from many visits?
How come?

Steve first came to Malta as a child in 1968, he fell in love with the
country and has been back almost every year since. His father lived and
worked on the Island back in the 1970’s. After marriage Steve shared
this special place with me, and like him I too fell in love with the Island
and her people.
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Do you and Steve have hobbies or special interests?

I have found in recent years that I do not have a lot of time for hobbies
and interests but do enjoy reading a good novel when I get a chance.
Steve and I both love all kinds of animals and supported a local wildlife
refuge when in Cumbria, we enjoy walking, through Steve can cope with
the heat much better than I can. Until recently we had a caravan that
brought us much pleasure.
Steve has a wide range of interests ranging from a love of classic
Landrovers and older passenger aircraft, to modelling the railways of the
1970’s and listening to a broad spectrum of music.
What moved you to become a Minister?

As I mentioned earlier I was full time Christian worker for several years
before training for the ministry. I found my work with young people and
their families very rewarding but knew inside God was calling me to the
full time ordained ministry. The call of Isaiah “who shall I send and who
will go for me” kept coming to mind until in the end I said “here I am
Lord, send me”.
Do you have a favourite passage in the bible?

As a Kirk Session we would like to keep our congregation as well
informed as possible of all that is happening in the life of our
church.
If you have any questions please feel free to approach the elder
with responsibility for that area of our Church life or of course Rev
Kim who is always happy to help. Some elder’s responsibilities are
found on the first page of this magazine.
Rev Kim says if she doesn’t know the answer she will find
someone who does. Please don’t assume everyone knows
everything but speak directly to the elder concerned, they are all
glad to help. Hopefully this will rule out assumptions and
misunderstandings.

I have many special passages but if I had to choose just one verse it
would be Phil 1:6 “For I am confident of this, that he who began a good
work in you will bring it to completion”

Your minister,
Kim Hurst

What is your favourite hymn?

The hymn that has followed me throughout my life and ministry is
“Brother, sister let me serve you”. For me it reflects what ministry is all
about; bringing the light of Christ to people’s lives, sharing their joys
and sorrows and journeying with them. We also chose this hymn for our
wedding because it reflects the partnership we have in our marriage.
We are looking forward to your ministry. We hope that you both will be
happy for the decision you made and wish you a wonderful time.

Thank You, we are sure that God has called us here and are excited
about all that He has planned for us. We will continue to pray for all at
St Andrews and ask that you continue to pray for us too. May God pour
out his richest blessings upon our church and all those he has called into
fellowship there.
7
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Property Update
The last few months have been very busy regarding the
Church property and there have been several changes.
The Manse
Both upstairs bathrooms have been completely renovated
and are now in first class condition. The downstairs shower
room has had the ceiling repaired and repainted.
The water pump on the roof has been replaced as well as the stopcocks for the water
tank at the landlord’s expense and he is replacing the clothes poles on the roof.
The air conditioning unit in the main bedroom has been serviced for first time so I
understand since it was installed according to the landlord. The interiors of the
cupboards on the landing have been repainted.
The ground floor rooms and hallway have all been repainted including doors. The
landlord is to replace the lock on the door in the living room.
The Church
All the junk has been cleared out of the vestry and a new carpet fitted. The old
Communion Table is now the Reception Desk in the International Centre and a desk
from the Manse has replaced it.
To stop the vestry been used as a thoroughfare access to the Hall and downstairs
rooms has been altered by using the left hand door to the staircase which makes
more sense. A notice has been fitted to the vestry door at the head of the stairs
asking people to “Please knock and Wait”. Hopefully by doing this we can give Rev
Kim more privacy. I am proposing to fit a Yale lock to this door.
The two exterior signs at the front of the Church have been replaced and a new
name plate and number plate have been fitted to the entrance to 210 Old Bakery
Street and a new number plate at the International Centre (212).
Arrangements are in hand to have Kim’s name added to the “Minister’s Role
Board” in the vestibule.
I would like to thank Frank Wilmot, Peter Lloyd, Sharon Abbott and Pat for helping
me with the work in the Manse and also Ria den Heyer for helping with the vestry
not forgetting Clement and Earnest who moved the Communion Table down to the
International Centre, also Saviour Grech for his help in erecting the two large signs.
Lorry Fenech and his team of helpers have also to be congratulated on the excellent
work they have carried out at the Manse and the many items of work he has done
for us without any charge.
David O’Neil - Property Convener
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Eyes to See
Several years ago, Rev David Morris explained to the
children that the difference between children is really
just where they are born, their circumstances. So, if one is born into
an HIV/Aids infected community in a small African village one would be
poor to the extent that many meals could be missed. What a thought!
I wonder how many of the children ever thought about the implications
of that. Or whether they ever think of that Sunday morning.
I have never been hungry without knowing where I can get my next meal
soon. In fact, often, I can smell or see food before my body expresses
any urge to eat. I have never been homeless unless it was very
temporary after a very late flight and hence I availed myself of the
airport seats. Have you ever been hungry or thirsty or homeless? All
the readers of Crossroads will probably never have experienced real
poverty.
As I write I visualize the faces of the women in Zambia who benefitted
from the maize scheme eager to get to work in order to earn a living. I
imagine how they will feel when they are able to give back two bags of
seeds for another person to benefit. It must be very satisfying for
them to have endured hunger and now to be able to feed themselves
and their children and possibly their grandchildren and to be able to
give back so others can also experience similar satisfaction.
It is difficult for any of us to really understand what it must mean. We
normally give what is extra. We do not miss a meal to help others out.
If we do that, on some rare occasion, we know that it is a one off and
food awaits us a little later. Some religious orders are actually sent off
to beg during their training. If no one gives them something to eat
then they remain hungry. The experience helps them understand part
of what it means to be in the position of those who beg because they
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have no other option. I thought the young men sitting with an
extended arm at the Paris metro must be taking advantage of the
tourists. My French friend assured me when I asked her that they
were genuinely in need of help even where they had some work. It was
not enough to pay the rent and so they were forced to sleep rough. In
fact, the young man looked extremely grateful when a young man
handed him a filled baguette. I suppose the young man decided to do
without his lunch or else had seen the beggar previously and decided to
help him out. A woman sat on the step outside a bakery holding a very
young baby. Unbelievable, I thought. How could such sights be part of
the great city that Paris was. A shopper handed her a fresh baguette
which he had separated off from his own supply. The event indicated
that this was a daily event. The “givers” were not making a show of the
giving. The beggars were grateful but seemed to know that they would
have to come back for more.
Of course there is other poverty too. The kind which bread can’t heal
but which is reduced when we find time for others. A little chat, a
smile, fellowship. It could be a neighbour or a relative who is not our
favourite person to visit. Or a workmate who rubs us the wrong way.
Or someone who turns up alone in church and sits away from others and
focuses ahead apart from a few furtive looks sideways. I must open my
eyes to those around me, I often think to myself as I pass someone who
might well qualify for some fellowship. But, as I think, I have walked
past and when I turn the person has disappeared. How can one look at
everyone else as though they were Christ? Some people manage. For
others, like me, it is difficult and so a special effort is needed. Luckily,
other opportunities come up like the basket of goodies for the ladies at
Dar Teresa. The Pasta nights and other fundraisers for the
Tugwashanye mission in Zambia, or for the
various other needs in today’s troubled
world.
Marie Alexander
For the Mission Team
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The Forgotten – submitted by Pat O’Neil
I can’t remember not being here,
Not being afraid, cold,
Not having sores from my heavy pack.
I can’t remember what it’s like to eat mouthfuls of grass
And drink as much water as I can drink.
I wish I were that bird, flying high,
Soaring above the danger,
Taking a message,
Of safety? Of peace?
But still for them the danger comes.
I wish I were that hound, small enough to hide,
Small enough to find a shield from the bombs,
To take cover behind my master,
But still for them the danger comes.
I could get angry, I could complain,
That it’s not fair, that this is not our fight,
But as we walk side by side, I see your trust in me and I
put my trust in you.
I will walk willingly into the line of fire for you, and as I
look into your deep, scared, sad eyes I know I won’t be
walking alone.
Still for us the danger comes.
And still the relentless bombs cry,
I must be brave and get our cargo through,
Through the continuous ear splitting crashes,
The bursts of light hurt my eyes.
I am afraid but I must go on.
I must be steady. I have seen my kind swallowed by
the land when straying from the route.
And always the danger comes.
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Inquisitor’s Palace Visit
This time a guided tour at the Inquisitors Palace in Birgu was
arranged. The tour was interesting with surprising facts.
The palace was erected as the civil law courts of the Order of St
John between the 1530s and 1571 then became the
Inquisitor's residence from 1574 until 1798. This former centre of
power accountable directly to the Pope is truly unique with its
austere holy office Tribunal, the prison complex with many
interesting graffiti, several of them quotes from the Holy Quran
in Arabic. The Roman Inquisition was responsible for
prosecuting individuals accused of committing offences relating
to heresy including Protestantism, sorcery, immorality, blasphemy,
Judaizing, and witchcraft, as well as for censorship of printed
literature. The Inquisition was the third authority in the Maltese
islands, and various incidents took place between members of the
Curia, the Order and the Inquisition. The population actually
looked at the Inquisition as a Court of redress. Thus the
Inquisition became the authority to whom the Maltese could
appeal against given sentences by the Grand Master's or bishop's
court.
After the tour we were treated with delicious cakes, sandwiches,
pastizzi as well as tea,
coffee, orange juice and
water. All in all it was a
great day. A big ‘thank
you’ to Josette Ellul from
Malta Heritage for doing a
fabulous job to arrange it
all.
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Smiles
Now that I am older but refuse to grow up, here’s what I’ve
discovered:
1. I started out with nothing – and I still have most of it.
2. My wild oats have turned into prunes and All Bran.
3. I finally got my head together – now my body is falling
apart.
4. Funny. I don’t remember being absent minded,
5. If all is not lost, where is it?
6. It is easier to get older – than it is to get wiser?
7. The only time the world beats a path to your door – is
when you are in the loo.
8. If God wanted me to touch my toes – he would have put
them on my knees.
9. It’s not hard to meet expenses – they’re everywhere.
10. These days, I spend a lot of time thinking about the
hereafter. I go somewhere to get something – and then
wonder what I’m here after!

Submitted by Jenny Psaila

Christa Wiegand
13
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SENIOR CITIZEN GRANT
Are you a Non-Maltese Citizen?
Do you qualify for a Senior Citizen grant?
If you are over 75 years of age, living independently in your own home
or with a relative you could be eligible for a grant of €300.00.
To find out more about this grant contact:
Elderly Special Grant
Department of Social Security
38, Ordnance Street
Valletta VLT 2000
On request they will send you an application form.

CHARITY CONCERT
Saturday 8th November at 7.30 pm
St Andrew’s 5th Annual Soiree, in aid of our mission,
an eclectic mix of musical treats, not to be missed.
Please ask for more details Christa Wiegand.
.
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Coffee & Chat
We sit at the front of the Church and either just
chat or make things, etc. People of different
nationalities and cultures come in for a drink.
Some are on holiday and some live here. If you
have nothing to do on a Tuesday each week why not drop in and see
us between 2 pm and 4 pm. You are very welcome.

Wednesday Fellowship
The Wednesday Fellowship is held on
the first, third and fifth Wednesday of
each month beginning on the 1st
October at 6.30 pm in the Church Hall.
Everyone is welcome to come
including visitors. If any evenings have
to be cancelled a notice will be on the previous Sunday Service Sheet or
given out in the notices.

Ladies Bible Study
The Ladies Bible Study is held every
Friday morning beginning on the 3rd
October at 10.30 am. (Coffee at 10 am)
in the Church Hall. All ladies are
welcome to come including visitors. If
any Fridays have to be cancelled a
notice will be on the previous Sunday
Sheet or given out in the notices.
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A prayer chain is a group of like-minded people who wish to pray for people
and their situations that arise during our daily lives. It is also used for praise.
This started in our previous church also called St. Andrew in Cardiff 34 year
ago. When it was started there it was all done by phone as no one had a
computer back then.
A Coordinator was informed of a person who needed prayers. There would be
about 4 or 5 "Chain Leaders" who would each receive the message, and they
would then contact the person underneath them on the chain, who would then
contact the next one on the list, and so on, there may 6, 7, or even more hence
the chain. So with the exception of the Coordinator no one had to call more
than one person. It was a wonderful feeling to know that people were praying
for your situation.
With the advent of computers being owned by lots of people now, it was
suggested to me a couple of years ago that I might want to move with times and
bring the prayer chain into the 21st century by using email as well. It made a
tremendous difference, as people who had odd working hours and/or used their
computer a lot were able to participate more easily. Of course there are people
who don't have a computer, or just prefer a phone call which is fine.
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There are two Home
Groups just now: one in
Birgu at the Wilmot’s –
and a second in Maghtab
at Thiele-Trimmel’s.
Contact Judy or Franklin (Birgu Group) on 7926 1646 or
jwilmot@keyworld.net OR Jutta or Harald (Magtab Group) 9964
7772 or dc8-73@gmx.de

CROSSROADS MAGAZINE
Please enjoy reading "Crossroads" but when
you have finished with your Crossroads
Magazine and taken a note of any dates or articles you wish to
remember perhaps you could return it to us for recycling to the
many visitors who drop in to visit the Church during the week.

The power of prayer is truly amazing.
If anyone would like more information or to join the prayer chain, please don't
hesitate to contact me.
My details are as follow:

June Pritchard-Griffiths,
Landline: 21311277 / Mobile: 7951 1406
Email: junepg1951@yahoo.co.uk
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